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A B S T R A C T 
This paper has analysed the effect of the utilization of internal finned tubes for the design of parabolic 
trough collectors with computational fluid dynamics tools. Our numerical approach has been qualified 
with the computational estimation of reported experimental data regarding phenomena involved in 
finned tube applications and solar irradiation of parabolic trough collector. The application of finned 
tubes to the design of parabolic trough collectors must take into account features as the pressure losses, 
thermal losses and thermo-mechanical stress and thermal fatigue. Our analysis shows an improvement 
potential in parabolic trough solar plants efficiency by the application of internal finned tubes. 
1. Introduction 
Energy is one of the most important issues for our society devel-
opment that is claiming for its sustainability through a reduction in 
the amount of its environmental effects by, for instance, limiting 
greenhouse gases emissions under international treaties [1], keep-
ing at the same time the world energy generation and delivery 
capacity to fulfill the demand resulting from our socio-economical 
activity at reasonable costs to avoid the risk of a generalized eco-
nomical recession. Such sustainability demands, at the current 
state-of-the-art of available energy generation and utilization tech-
nologies, a reduction of the fossil fuel dependence and an increase 
of renewables share on the global energy consumption scheme to 
increase primary energy sources diversification. Among renew-
ables, solar energy has a huge potential to contribute to a signifi-
cant worldwide energy production, although a lot of R&D and 
commercial development is needed to achieve this role of massive 
energy source at competitive prices. 
Regarding thermal solar-based electricity generation, there is a 
large variety of solar power plant configurations, mainly depend-
ing on the solar light concentration techniques, absorbing collector 
arrangements, and working fluids, both in the collectors and in the 
thermodynamic cycle. The most classical structure is based on par-
abolic trough collectors using mineral oil as high-temperature 
coolant feeding a Rankine steam cycle in the balance of power. This 
cycle is activated in a central water boiler heated by the oil coming 
from the solar field [2]. 
The efficiency in the process to produce electricity by solar ther-
mal technologies can be roughly expressed, neglecting parasitic 
losses for the sake of simplicity in our following rationale, by the 
product of the solar field and cycle efficiencies, where i]fleid stands 
for the field efficiency, what constitutes the ratio between the heat 
transferred to the heat transfer fluid and the beam solar radiation 
times aperture area of the solar field, and i]cyCie is the efficiency in 
the transformation of that heat into electricity through the ther-
modynamic cycle and the electric generator. 
The field efficiency depends, for a given solar field configuration 
fixing parameters as mirror reflectivity, alignment, tracking ability 
and coating properties, mainly on the radiation thermal losses due 
to the temperature that the absorbing coating will reach. The ab-
sorber coating achievable temperature is technologically limited 
up to now [3] by the maximum thermal stress that can be assumed 
in the steel pipes and the radiation absorbing layer [4]. Obviously, a 
higher coating temperature will increase radiation thermal losses, 
reducing the field efficiency, but potentially increasing the outlet 
heat transfer fluid exergy. The cycle efficiency depends roughly 
on the exergy that can be transferred to the thermodynamic cycle, 
and, therefore, increases with the outlet temperature of the solar 
field heat transfer fluid. A loss of exergy is produced by the temper-
ature difference between the absorber surface and the transfer 
fluid. The reduction of the thermal resistance between the inner 
tube side and the heated fluid imply a reduction of the exergy 
losses that are inferred by heat convection into the absorber tube 
and an increase in the outlet heat transfer fluid temperature that 
should remain always under the limits of the heat transfer fluid 
thermal stability. It is clear that an enhancement of the convection 
heat transfer into the tube of parabolic trough collectors, for a 
limited temperature coating, will increase the overall efficiency 
of this kind of solar plants, as the exergy gain in the heat transfer 
fluid increases. 
Another relevant issue that must be addressed concerning 
trough absorbing tube design and operation is the minimization 
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Fig. 1. Absorber pipe scheme [7]. 
Fig. 2. Location of the fracture [6]. 
of the annular vacuum losses with time by the hydrogen perme-
ation through absorber pipes due to thermal oil temperature deg-
radation [5], what limits the lifetime of these devices. This thermal 
degradation occurs at low rate with temperatures below 400 °C, 
but accelerates considerably between 400 °C and 425 °C. 
Since the point of view of the glass-metal seal that must keep 
the vacuum between the glass envelope and the absorbing surface, 
the differential thermal elongation between both materials (Fig. 1) 
induced by the temperature difference between the glass and the 
absorbing tube, determined by radiation exchange between both 
surfaces, and their expansion coefficient, could also affect to the 
life of this component. Such sealing structure depends on the ther-
mal expansion coefficient, material conductivity and Young's mod-
ulus (a material property related to its stiffness, defined as the 
ration between the stress and the material strain in the elastic 
range), and the sealing structure [6], producing a bending moment 
and shearing forces that depend on temperature gradients in the 
absorbing tube in normal operation and under transients. The ef-
fects of such mechanical stress has been reported and shown in 
Fig. 2 in an extreme way, but in minor effect could produce air 
nitrations. 
The heating profile in the absorber tube resulting from the con-
centrating parabolic mirror optics has been analysed and measured 
[7,8] having a shape as shown in Fig. 3, whose integration along the 
tube should provide the heat flux irradiating the absorbing tube. 
The effect of the solar heating is vanishing with high conductivity 
tubes [4], but its effects must be analysed when a low massflow 
transient takes place, with the risk of contact between the glass 
envelope and the absorbing tube because of the bending of the 
tube by the increase in the temperature difference in the tube 
due to a reduced convection heat transfer, producing a hot point 
by contact in the glass cover and its breakage. 
The homogenization of the temperature field in the absorbing 
tubes is one of the relevant solutions that can be proposed to avoid 
breaking risks, hydrogen formation (avoiding excessive peak tem-
peratures) and air filtration in the absorber tube. A mean to reduce 
temperature gradients in the metallic tube is the enhancement of 
the convection heat transfer mechanisms that evacuate the 
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Fig. 3. Usual thermal power flux for an ET-] 
(DNI = 900W/m2)[7]. 
collector obtained with the HELIOS code and the simplified profile proposed for its simulation at nominal conditions 
absorbed thermal energy to the heat transfer fluid. In this paper, 
the addition of internal fins in the collector absorbing pipes is ana-
lysed in order to assess the technological viability of such design 
chance in state-of-the art absorbing tubes. In particular, we will 
pay attention to its thermal-hydraulic behaviour, what affects 
the thermal efficiency of the collector and the parasitic losses that 
are induced by pumping power due to the expected increase in 
pressure losses for the application of internal finned tubes as sub-
strate for the absorbing coating. To the author's knowledge, the 
application of helically finned tubes has not been study previously 
for parabolic trough collectors. 
The plant efficiency, including the parasitic losses, can be ex-
pressed with the following relation: 
W P 
*7i-e — afield ' *?cycle A . DNI 
where the efficiency penalty due to the parasitic losses are formu-
lated in function of the parasitic consumption (WP, that includes 
pumping power, tracking system consumption, etc.) and the direct 
normal irradiance (DNI) times the field surface (A¥). The utilisation 
of internal finned tubes will produce an increase on the required 
heat transfer fluid pumping that must be taken into account for a 
complete cost-benefit analysis of this design proposal. 
This paper presents CFD study using the commercial code 
FLUENT [9] that has been applied for solar trough collectors by 
Ravi Kumar (2009) [10]. Internally finned tubes have not been 
studied since the author's knowledge for solar trough collectors, 
but the advantages of this design for enhance heat transfer has 
been documented in a great amount of papers [11-15]. Con-
cretely de work done by Zdaniuk (2008) [15] has been taken to 
qualify the hydraulic side of the model. Moreover, with the work 
carried out by Forristal [16], based on the commercial code EES 
[17] and validated with the experimental data of Dudley [18] 
for the AZTRAK facility [19], the thermal side of the problem 
has been qualified. In general, FLUENT has been demonstrated 
its capacity to simulate with high accuracy complicated ther-
mo-hydraulic problems with a huge amount of fluids and geom-
etries [10,20-26]. The following sections explain briefly the main 
characteristics of the chosen CFD code, FLUENT, the methodology 
used, the model built to obtain the results and the conclusions of 
the work. 
2. Methodology 
The analysis of this design proposal has been done by numerical 
estimation of the absorbing tube performance from the thermal-
hydraulic point of view, evaluating its thermal behaviour and the 
pressure losses. A commercial multipurpose computational fluid 
dynamics (CFD) code FLUENT 6.3 [9] has been used as main tool 
in our analysis. Such code is used in many industries and fields 
for local thermal hydraulic analysis, including concentrated solar 
collectors [10], providing estimation of thermal systems that can 
be used for design improvements acting as a virtual laboratory or 
test-bench. 
Every computational tool must be qualified for its purpose of 
application as a compulsory step to have confidence on its results 
and estimations. For such reason, we have qualified our numerical 
model with existing experimental data extracted from the 
available literature, either in relation with hydraulic or thermal 
phenomena. 
There are a huge number of experimental studies related to 
flow through internal finned pipes as they can be applied in cooling 
technology [11-15]. Among them, we have selected the work car-
ried out by Zdaniuk [15]. That work shows recent pressure drop 
data for a wide set of different pipe geometries and hydraulic re-
gimes with water, what constitutes a worthy test to evaluate the 
accuracy of our model in relation to hydraulic analysis of internal 
finned tubes. This comparison has given us confidence in our pres-
sure drop estimation. The results of the qualification with those 
experimental data will be shown in next sections. 
The estimation of the thermal behaviour with our model has 
been qualified with its application to the analysis of the experi-
mental data obtained in the AZTRAK facility [19] and its compar-
ison with the EES [17] model developed by Forristal [16]. This 
work shows experimental and calculated data for a parabolic 
trough absorbing tube under real irradiation, what implies a het-
erogeneous heat deposition on the tube with Syltherm 800 as 
heat transfer fluid. The application of a 3-D model for such anal-
ysis is required as the un-homogeneous energy deposition in the 
absorbing tube has an strong influence in the temperature ob-
tained in the collector tube that are of paramount importance 
for the evaluation of the thermo-mechanical stress that produce 
tube bending and deformation, and material fatigue. We have 
evaluated the effect of the un-homogeneity of the thermal flux 
and we have found that temperature difference due to that fact 
is around 90 °C for the same energy absorption in the collector. 
Such estimation will be shown in the section concerning the 
thermal model. 
Once the qualification of the code is done, we proceed to 
compare a design proposal of internal finned absorbing tubes with 
current commercially available tubes for parabolic troughs, con-
cluding with the assessment of the advantages and disadvantages 
of the application of the proposed design. 
3. The numerical model 
Both experimental data sets have been reproduced with the 
same computational methodology. As it has been mentioned, 
we have developed a CFD model for long tube simulation. Com-
putational fluid dynamics analysis is a very worthy engineering 
tool for local phenomena characterization of mass and momen-
tum conservation laws in a given domain by finite-difference 
approximation. Nevertheless such codes have the limitation of 
the large amount of computational resources that are required 
for an accurate solution in large volumes due to the large 
amount of cells and nodes that should be used in a reliable mod-
el. Parabolic trough collectors have lengths of the order of tens of 
meters with diameter of centimetres, what makes unlikely a full-
geometry CFD analysis. That approach is also unlikely for finned 
long tubes. 
In order to handle a reliable and affordable model, we have ap-
plied a simulation procedure based on the sequential execution of 
tube partitions in which the initial boundary conditions in the form 
of massflow inlet are obtained from the massflow outlet obtained 
in the previous tube section. The coupling between tube partitions 
requires the compatibility between their meshes, what is fully ful-
filled with the same mesh structure in the inlet and the outlet 
Table 1 
Experimental data for LS-2 collector in the AZTRAK facility [18]. 
DNI AirT Flow rate Tin Tout AT Error 
(W/m2) (°C) (1/min) (°C) (°C) (°C) (%) 
LS-2#1 933.7 21.2 47.7 102.2 124 21.8 1.95 
LS-2 #2 968.2 22.4 47.8 151 173.3 22.3 1.92 
LS-2 #3 982.3 24.3 49.1 197.5 219.5 22 1.81 
LS-2 #4 909.5 26.2 54.7 250.7 269.4 18.7 1.90 
LS-2 #5 937.9 28.8 55.5 297.8 316.9 19.1 1.86 
LS-2 #6 920.9 29.5 56.8 379.5 398 18.5 2.41 
LS-2 #7 903.2 31.1 56.3 355.9 374 18.1 2.36 
Table 2 
Tube geometries analysed by Zdaniuk [15]. 
Tube External structure Copper wall 
thickness (mm) 
Internal surface 
Outside nominal Fin pitch (fins/in.) Fin height (mm) Fin height (mm) Number of Helix angle (deg) Internal nominal 
diameter (mm) starts (-) diameter (mm) 
#1 18.82 40 0.945 0.645 0.38 10 25 15.64 
#2 18.82 40 0.925 0.68 0.375 30 25 15.61 
#3 18.86 40 0.94 0.68 0.38 30 48 15.62 
#4 18.79 40 0.925 0.685 0.38 45 25 15.57 
#5 18.82 40 0.90 0.71 0.31 45 35 15.6 
#6 18.79 40 0.93 0.68 0.38 45 35 15.57 
#7 18.82 40 0.935 0.68 0.51 45 35 15.59 
#8 18.77 40 0.925 0.67 0.38 45 48 15.58 
#9 18.85 40 0.93 0.67 0 
- -
15.65 
boundary surfaces and the development of the required user de-
fined function to assess boundary conditions at each simulation 
step. This fact has forced, for instance, to fix the partition length 
in the case of helically finned tubes to a multiple of the helix 
period. 
In our 3-D model, the nodal network is composed by triangular 
prismatic cells in solid regions comprising pipe walls and quadran-
gular prismatic cells in the fluid domain. Boundary layer between 
the walls and the flow was defined to assess a y*. This term mea-
sures the gradient of the fluid variables at every cell known as 
dimensionless wall distance, lower gradients means a better accu-
racy of the model. This dimensionless wall distance is given as: 
u*y 
v 
(2) 
where u* is the friction velocity at the nearest wall, y is the distance 
to the nearest wall and v is the local kinematic viscosity of the fluid. 
The y* is commonly used in boundary layer theory and in defining 
the law of the wall [9,10]. In the considered CFD model is wanted 
a value of y+ of the order of 1 to have confidence in the 'enhanced 
wall treatment' coupled to a RNG k-e1 turbulent model. 
Such model yields proper predictions of near wall, separated 
and curved flows in tubular surfaces [20], giving a better approach 
to rapid strain and streamline curvatures, flow separation, reat-
tachment and recirculation than the standard k-e model. The 
RNG k-e model is also reported to give accurate predictions for 
the velocity field, the turbulent kinetic energy and the recirculation 
length [14]. The convergence criteria in our analysis has been fixed 
in residual values less than le - 5, even for the continuity equa-
tions, what is quite restrictive in comparison with similar reported 
works [20]. 
A complete evaluation of the thermal losses by convection to 
the air and radiation to the sky by CFD implies a huge amount of 
computational resources and time, with foreseen convergence 
problems due to the complexity of the required model. Therefore, 
the thermal losses by convection and radiation have been intro-
duced as a boundary condition at the pipe surface in the form of 
an external function depending on the tube surface temperature, 
which has been obtained with the EES model developed by Forri-
stal [16]. That function depends on the operational conditions that 
has been fixed in an external air temperature of 21.2 °C, a null wind 
speed, and a Syltherm 800 massflow of 0.68-0.71 kg/s (47.18-
1
 The RNG model was developed using Re-Normalisation Group (RNG) methods by 
Yakhot and Orszag [21 ] to renormalise the Navier-Stokes equations, to account for 
the effects of smaller scales of motion. In the standard fc-£ model the Eddy viscosity is 
determined from a single turbulence length scale, so the calculated turbulent 
diffusion is that which occurs only at the specified scale, whereas in reality all scales 
of motion will contribute to the turbulent diffusion. The RNG approach, which is a 
mathematical technique that can be used to derive a turbulence model similar to the 
k-e, results in a modified form of the epsilon equation which attempts to account for 
the different scales of motion through changes to the production term. 
49.27 1/min), based on the experimental conditions of LS-2 #1 data 
set shown in Table 1 (LS-2 refers to Luz System Collector type 2 
[18], and #1 to the number one of the data in the cited table). 
The thermal losses density we have introduced in our model are 
the following in function of the absorbing surface temperature T 
(K): 
Thermal losses density [W/m2] 
= 673.17 + 1.09 • T + 8.15e - 9 • T4 (3) 
The thermal losses density correlation as a function of the ab-
sorber outer surface temperature in Kelvin (Eq. (3)) can be ob-
tained from the Forristall model [16] adapted to the considered 
collector for the environmental conditions of LS-2 #1 for the absor-
ber temperature range 100-300 °C. Obviously, this assumption 
regarding the evaluation of the thermal losses of the pipe section 
will need an 'ad hoc' evaluation for every set of operational condi-
tions for a fine analysis. 
Regarding material properties, they were introduced in the 
code as a polynomial function, as was the case of the heat trans-
fer fluid passing through the absorbing tubes of parabolic trough 
collectors. 
4. Numerical model qualification 
The model qualification has been done in two steps. First, we 
have compared our models with experimental data to assess its 
accuracy in the analysis of finned tube geometries. For such com-
parison we have selected the set of experiments done by Zdaniuk 
et al. [15]. Table 2 shows the complete set of experiments that 
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Fig. 4. Geometric variables of the helical fin [15]. 
were performed, although for our purpose we only take into ac-
count the internal surface geometry. Fig. 4 shows the description 
of the parameters that characterised the pin geometry of each tube. 
Among the complete tube data set, we have reproduced for our 
qualification the data related to tube #1 and #9. Tube #1 is an 
internal finned tube with a moderated helix angle and longitudinal 
fluid swirl, near to our expectation for our parabolic trough design 
proposal as pressure drop increase might be limited to avoid ex-
cess parasitic losses penalty. On the contrary, tube #9 is a plain 
tube that can be considered as a reference starting point for com-
parison and model development. A summary of the main parame-
Table 3 
Main parameters regarding models for Zdaniuk tubes. 
Case Number Geometry Required Simulation Comments 
of nodes length 
(m) 
partitions total 
length (m) 
Zdaniuk's #9 -775.000 2743 1 2.743 -
(smooth) 
Zdaniuk's #1 -686.000 0.1054 26 2.743 One helix 
(finned) turn 
ters of our simulation is given in Table 3. The plain tube has been 
simulated with a single partition and the finned tube was modelled 
with a 26 partition scheme, each partition corresponding to a helix 
turn and with a resolution of the order of 700,000 nodes. Fig. 5 
shows our surface model for that finned tube #1, where the fin 
geometry can be seen. 
The results of our simulation have been compared with the 
experimental data by the analysis of the Fanning coefficient (JJ), a 
common dimensionless number related to the pressure losses 
and the shear stress at the tube wall, what is defined as: 
ff- A P D 2-L-p-v2 (4) 
Fig. 5. Model for each partition of tube #1 corresponding to the length of a helix 
turn. 
where AP are the pressure losses, D the tube diameter, L the tube 
length, v the fluid velocity and p the fluid density. Fig. 6 shows 
the pressure drop qualification of our model with a very good agree-
ment between the experimental data and our CFD estimation. Note 
that the Blasius correlation slightly underestimates the pressure 
losses in the plain smooth tube as it does not take into account 
the development of the boundary layer and turbulence at the inlet 
of the tube, what is fully considered in the experimental data and 
the 3-D CFD simulation. Such discrepancy becomes negligible as 
the tube length increases. This fact gives enough confidence in 
our methodology in relation with the pressure drop evaluation 
regarding finned tubes. 
As it was mentioned in previous paragraphs, a qualification 
exercise was done for the thermal accuracy of our model with 
experimental data provided by Dudley et al. [18] and the simula-
tion provided by Forristal [16] concerning the AZTRAK facility 
[19]. The experimental data has been obtained with real irradiation 
of the LS-2 collector pipe with a geometry configuration very close 
to any proposed stainless steel parabolic trough tube, with a 66/ 
70 mm inner/outer diameter with 20 urn roughness and a length 
of almost 8 m [18]. 
We have estimated such experiment with a 10 partition 
scheme. Each partition represents 0.7795 m (for the actual length 
of 7795 m of the experimental tube) modelled with a 443,000 cell 
nodal network. Forristal [16] simulated the experiment with an 
EES [17] model, a common tool for thermal analysis based on an 
equation solver. A comparison between the results given by the 
EES model and our CFD model is shown in Figs. 7-9 concerning 
temperature and pressure drop in a test LS-2 #1 as referred in 
Table 1. Thermal estimation by both models is in a very good 
agreement, with a discrepancy lower than 0.1% in the complete 
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Fig. 7. Temperature comparison between CFD and EES model (massflow = 47.7 1/ 
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Fig. 8. Pressure drop comparison between CFD and EES model (massflow = 47.7 1/ 
min, DNI = 933.7 W/m2). 
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model that establishes a common atmospheric conditions for the 
seven cases. In particular, our external conditions are based on 
LS-2 #1 (21.2 °C, 2.6 m/s wind speed), giving the lowest discrep-
ancy in comparison with available experimental data. Discrepan-
cies with experimental data increase as the experimental 
conditions differ from LS-2 #1, which was taken as reference for 
the thermal losses evaluation. Nevertheless, we consider that this 
set of calculations serves for the qualification purpose of our model 
to be used in a comparison between the performance of a plain 
internal tube and a finned internal tube. 
Table 4 
Comparison between CFD and LS-2 collector experimental data. 
T in data T out data AT data Tout AT CFD Diff. 
(°C) (°C) (°C) CFD (°C) (°C) AT(%) 
LS-2#1 102.2 124 21.8 123.51 21.31 2.25 
LS-2 #2 151 173.3 22.3 172.02 21.02 5.73 
LS-2 #3 197.5 219.5 22 218.29 20.79 5.49 
LS-2 #4 250.7 269.4 18.7 267.92 17.22 7.94 
LS-2 #5 297.8 316.9 19.1 315.82 18.02 5.66 
LS-2 #6 379.5 398 18.5 397.41 17.91 3.21 
LS-2 #7 355.9 374 18.1 373.13 17.23 4.79 
Table 5 
Tube configurations for finned parabolic trough collectors. 
Tube External Tube Internal surface 
Outer (mm) Fin Number Helix Internal 
diameter height of starts angle nominal 
(mm) (mm) (-) (deg) diameter 
(mm) 
#1 70 2 2 10 25 66 
#2 70 2 2 5 25 66 
#3 70 2 2 10 16 66 
#4 70 2 2 5 16 66 
Table 6 
Main parameters of CFD simulation regarding models for finned tubes. 
Case Number 
of Nodes 
Partition 
length 
Required 
partitions 
Simulation 
total 
length (m) 
Comments 
Tube#l ~1.109.000 0.48719 16 
Tube #2 ~1.079.000 0.48719 16 
Tube #3 ~1.315.000 0.779564 10 
Tube #4 ~1.280.000 0.779564 10 
7.795 One helix turn 
7.795 One helix turn 
7.795 One helix turn 
7.795 One helix turn 
Fig. 9. Discrepancies in pressure drop evaluation between CFD and EES model 
(massflow = 47.71/min, DNI = 933.7 W/m2). 
length of the LS-2 tube tested in AZTRAK. Nevertheless, there is a 
clear tendency to increase the discrepancies in the temperature 
evaluation of the heat transfer fluid in the tube with its length due 
to the error propagation in the evaluation of temperatures. Both 
models are based in very different assumptions, as CFD makes a 
finite-element approximation and EES uses numerical correlations. 
We have also estimate with our CFD methodology the experi-
mental data shown in Table 1. The results are given in Table 4. 
The discrepancy between the experimental data and the computa-
tional results for the whole absorbing pipe length is less than 10% 
in every case. This estimation error takes into consideration that 
some experimental uncertainties and conditions regarding wind 
velocity and air temperature are not fully integrated in our CFD 
3 4 5 
Length [m] 
Fig. 10. Pressure drop across the absorbing tube of each finned configuration and 
the reference case (LS-2 #1), vacuum tube, massflow = 47.7 1/min DNI = 933.7 W/ 
Regarding pressure losses evaluation, there is a difference of 
about 5% between the estimation of EES and our CFD model. The 
reason is that EES basically solves the empirical correlation for 
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Fig. 12. Mean surface thermal losses across the absorbing tube of each finned 
configuration and the reference case for an outlet heat transfer temperature of 
124 °C vacuum tube, massflow = 47.7 1/min and DNI = 933.7 W/m2. 
the long tube applied to the whole pipe analysis, as in opposition 
to our CFD model that takes into account the turbulence develop-
ment at the entrance to the pipe. Fig. 9 shows how this effect be-
comes less important as the tube length increases. In any case, 
both models have uncertainties about the estimation of the turbu-
lence at the massflow inlet as it will depend on the connecting 
equipment configuration. On the other hand, Forristal [16] and 
Moss and Brosseau [19] reported that pressure drop measurements 
have uncertainties in the range 2-5%, comparable to our numerical 
discrepancies. 
5. Analysis of finned parabolic trough tubes 
We have evaluated the technical advantages and disadvantages 
of the application of internal finned tubes as receiver structure of 
parabolic trough collectors. For that purpose we have analysed 
operational key aspects as the temperature difference between 
external and internal tube surfaces, what is related to exergy losses 
of the thermal energy transfer from the solar radiation to the heat 
transfer fluid; the pressure losses, involved in the parasitic losses of 
the plant; and the temperature gradients in the tube that affects its 
structural integrity. 
We have studied four fin configurations that are summarised in 
Table 5. We have analysed 70 mm outer diameter tubes, as it is the 
case of most available tubes for commercial parabolic trough solar 
plants as EUROTROUGH or LS-3 (through collector from the com-
pany Luz Systems, similar to LS-2), with 2 mm thickness and 
2 mm height fins. The four configurations differ in the helix angle 
and the amount of pins at the internal cross section. In particular, 
the helix angle determines the partition length in our tube model, 
as we have fixed our simulation domain to one helix turn for cell 
compatibility and simplicity in the numerical coupling between 
each simulated section. Table 6 shows the main parameters in 
our simulation methodology for each configuration, what differ 
basically in the amount of tube partitions. The total length of the 
tube is 7795 m, as it was the case of the AZTRAK facility for a better 
comparison with the plain tube model previously described. 
The pressure analysis for the finned tubes and the comparison 
at each tube section is shown in Fig. 10, with an increase in the 
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Fig. 13. Estimated contours of temperature in the outlet of the LS-2 tube (massflow = 47.7 1/min, DNI = 933.7 \Njrn1' 
pressure drop between a 10% and 50% depending of the tube 
design (helix angle and number of pins). This is the main drawback 
of the finned design, as the pressure drop increase in the practical 
application into a concentrated solar plant can imply a penalty to 
the global efficiency of the plant due to the increase in the pump-
ing power and, hence, the parasitic losses. 
The thermal comparison between the four finned analysed 
tubes and the reference case corresponding to the LS-2 tube sec-
tion tested in AZTRAK is shown in Fig. 11, where the temperature 
difference between internal and external tube surface is plotted. 
There is up to a 40% reduction in a finned tube design, what implies 
a potential, either to operate at higher temperatures in the heat 
transfer fluid outlet, or keep the outlet temperature with a reduc-
tion of the thermal losses as a consequence of the reduction of the 
external surface temperature in the tube. 
We have applied the previous relation for the thermal losses 
that was obtained for the operational conditions (temperatures, 
massflow, etc.) in which our comparison is made and the result 
is provided in Fig. 12. A reduction in thermal losses up to 18% is 
reached for the same heat transfer fluid temperature outlet of 
124 °C. At that temperature, the collector has a thermal efficiency 
of 0.725 as reported and taking into account its optical efficiency 
of 0.731 [18], our estimated reduction of the thermal losses will 
lead to an efficiency of 0.726, what means an increase in the 
performance of the collector of the order of 0.1%. Nevertheless, if 
the collector operates close to the conditions of a commercial 
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Fig. 14. Estimated contours of temperature in the outlet of tube #1 (massflow = 47.7 1/min, DNI = 933.7 VJ/m2' 
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Fig. 15. Estimated contours of temperature in the outlet of tube #2 (massflow = 47.7 1/min, DNI = 933.7 \Njrn1' 
thermal solar plant and tested in case LS-2 #6 (Table 1), the re-
ported thermal efficiency is 0.6234, and our estimation of the 
new performance, with a 18% reduction in thermal losses, is 
0.642, what means a 3% of thermal production enhancement and 
electricity production. 
In our thermal analysis, CFD gives a detailed estimated descrip-
tion of the temperature distribution in the absorbing tube. Figs. 
13-17 shows the contours of temperature obtained by our CFD 
model at the outlet each analysed tube, corresponding to the hot-
test part of each tube. The radiation absorbing size of the tube is 
easily identified by the red coloured section, where the highest 
temperature is reached. The fin structure can be easily identified 
as well. The most important issue regarding the comparison be-
tween the contours of temperature in the tube is the reduction 
in the temperature gradients in the tube material, what implies 
less mechanical stress and a lower tube bending during stable 
operation and transients, what makes the tube itself more reliable 
in the long term. 
We have also evaluated the effect of the un-homogeneity of the 
thermal flux absorbed in the tube as consequence of the concentra-
tion optics. Fig. 18 shows the same case as in Fig. 14 but for a 
homogeneous energy deposition in the tube. Temperature profiles 
are significantly different, symmetric in the case of a homogeneous 
heat deposition and leading to peak temperatures 90 °C lower. 
Therefore, the 3-D analysis seems to be compulsory for a correct 
evaluation of thermal-induced effects in the tubes. 
A brief summary of the evaluation of the performance of a plain 
internal tube applied to solar thermal parabolic trough collector for 
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Fig. 16. Estimated contours of temperature in the outlet of tube #3 (massflow = 47.7 1/min, DNI = 933.7 W/m2 
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Table 7 
Summary of the performance of plain and finned tube for parabolic trough collectors 
(the difference with LS2 reference case is marked in bold). 
LS-2 Tube #1 Tube #2 Tube #3 Tube #4 
Pressure losses (Pa) 114.0 164.9 144.1 141.0 128.4 
Diff. with LS2 (%) 
-
44.7 26.4 23.7 12.6 
AT surfaces (°C) 176.5 103.1 129.2 121.4 148.3 
Diff. with LS2 (%) 
-
41.6 26.8 31.2 16.0 
Thermal losses (W/m2) 2109.2 1717.3 1858.3 1809.9 1962.6 
Diff. with LS2 (%) 
-
18.6 11.9 14.2 7.0 
AT tube (°C) 176 104 129 122 149 
Diff. with LS2 (%) 
-
40.9 26.7 30.7 15.3 
electricity production, as the case of the LS-2, compared with a pro-
posed set of internal finned tubes with Syltherm 800 as heat trans-
fer fluid is shown in Table 7, where: 
- AT surface is the difference between the maximum external and 
internal surface, and 
- AT tube is the difference between the maximum external sur-
face temperature and the heat transfer fluid, what included 
the fluid boundary layer. 
The red coloured cells highlight the quantification of the draw-
back effect of the utilisation of internal finned tube corresponding 
to the increase of the pressure losses in the tube. The improve-
ments in the performance of the tube are remarked in blue with 
the relative improvement of the temperature differences and ther-
mal losses. Every relative figure has as reference the LS-2 value. 
6. Conclusion 
This paper has analysed the effect of the utilization of internal 
finned tubes for the design of parabolic trough collectors with 
computational fluid dynamics tools. Our numerical approach has 
been qualified with the estimation of experimental data in which 
the phenomena involves in finned tube analysis and solar irradia-
tion of parabolic trough collector. The application of finned tubes 
to the design of parabolic trough collectors must take into account 
features as the pressure losses, thermal losses and thermo-
mechanical stress and thermal fatigue. We have proposed a set 
of finned tube configurations that has been compared with a refer-
ence commercial tube. Our analysis shows how the parasitic losses 
associated to the pressure losses in the tube will increase with the 
number of fins and its helix angle. On the other hand, thermal 
losses and temperature gradients are reduced producing an in-
crease in the thermal and exergetic efficiency of the collector. In 
previous work, for a 20 MWe solar plant cooled by oil [27,28], 
assuming an inlet/outlet field temperatures of 250/393.7 °C and a 
massflow of 171.6 kg/s at an inlet pressure of 32 bar, the parasitic 
losses were evaluated in 2.6% (536 kWe). With this value and 
according to our analysis are obtained a 40% increase of parasitic 
losses (hence 750 kWe) with a 3% improvement of the collector 
efficiency (thus producing 20.6 MWe). This result will lead to a 
plant performance enhancement of 2%, with an expected reduction 
of operation and maintenance cost due to the reduction of the tube 
replacement rate. Reduction motivated by the decrease in tubes 
mechanical fatigue that would compensate the cost increase of 
the finned collector tube that should be determined in detail. We 
are optimistic about the collector cost increase as the steel addition 
is less than 2% and its cost is much lower than the absorbing coat-
ing, the glass and the glass-tube vacuum system. The fabrication 
cost will be increased for a finned tube. Adding the extra manufac-
turing cost, we foresee a receptor cost increase of the order of 5%, 
what, in terms of the solar field, it means a 1%, what finally lead to 
a roughly 0.5% increase of the cost of the plant. The plant efficiency 
is expected to be enhanced a 2%, what justify their application in a 
preliminary cost analysis. Nevertheless, the effect of the plant size 
and power should be evaluated in detail, but we believe that an 
optimization of such design integrated into a thermal concentrated 
solar plant can be an open research activity for the future. 
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